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Objectives
≫Reflect on the features of high-quality professional development
≫Understand the design and structure of intermediate literacy training materials
≫Identify key factors for marrying training content with instructional delivery
≫Explain the importance of productive language opportunities for active learning
≫Describe the 10:2 theory and how it can be used for planning effective
professional development sessions
≫Identify grouping types and engagement structures for active learning and
their connection to effective professional development
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Grouping types
≫Individual
≫Structured partners
≫Table groups
≫Pairs to square (two partner pairs come together to make a group of four)
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Features of high-quality professional development
≫Think of a training or professional development session
that you would consider “high quality.”
≫What features or actions were part of this professional
development that made it meaningful?
≫Write, then share.
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High-quality professional development
≫Leads educators to gain and refine knowledge of both
content and pedagogy
≫Models best practices in teaching and learning
≫Has a positive impact on the classroom in terms of
both teacher effectiveness and student learning
≫Is engaging and motivating

(Strickland, 2009)
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Marrying training content with effective delivery
The WHAT

The HOW

Content

Facilitator Guide:
• Slides
• Notes

Delivery

The Art of Teaching

Facilitator Guide:
• Active Engagement Activities
• Handouts
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Training materials and structure
≫Each module contains (1) a facilitator guide, (2) a PowerPoint
presentation, and (3) handouts.
≫Each facilitator guide drives the use of the presentation and
handouts and provides:
≫Materials checklist and notes
≫Similar introduction for each module
≫Embedded activities throughout each module
≫Closing reflections that connect to classroom instruction
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Training content
≫Training content is derived from the What
Works Clearing House (WWC) of the Institute
of Education Sciences (IES): Improving
Adolescent Literacy Levels of evidence
≫Strong
≫Moderate
≫Low
Practice Guide Level of Evidence video
(IES: WWC, 2017)

(Kamil et al., 2008, p.2)
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Key factors for marrying content with delivery
≫Content (derived from WWC IES practice guides)
≫Clear objectives for the session (what is the target)
≫Rationale or evidence base (how will it positively impact students)
≫Meaningful connection to all disciplines and content areas
≫Active engagement
≫Content peppered with active engagement opportunities that
incorporate productive language opportunities
≫Numerous opportunities for participants to “RAP”
≫Reflect
≫Apply
≫Practice
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Think and write
Think about the last professional development session you attended.
1. Who did most of the talking — the presenter or the learners?
2. What type of active engagement techniques were used?
3. Where did the presenter include most of the engagement strategies
(beginning, middle, end, or throughout the training)?
4. Think about the key factors for marrying content with delivery (from
previous slide):
≫ What was incorporated? What wasn’t? How did this affect the
professional development session in positive or negative ways?
5. How can you use these reflections as you prepare for your own
professional development session?
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Training design

“

One of the most important goals in designing a professional development
session is to “ensure learners do as much of the cognitive work — the
writing, the thinking, the analyzing, the talking — as possible.”
– Teach Like a Champion (Lemov, 2010, p. 92)
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Training design: Weighty words

“

One of the most important goals in designing a professional development
session is to “ensure learners do as much of the cognitive work — the
writing, the thinking, the analyzing, the talking — as possible.”
– Teach Like a Champion (Lemov, 2010, p. 92)
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Vocabulary forms

ORAL

RECEPTIVE

Listening
Words we understand
when others talk to us.

PRINT
Reading
Words we know when
we see them in print.

PRODUCTIVE

Speaking
Words we use when
we talk to others.

Writing
Words we use when
we write.
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Lecturing as a primary strategy

“

Learning is not a spectator sport.”
– Chickering & Gamson (1987, p. 4)

≫Learners are not attentive to what is being said in a lecture 40% of the time.1
≫Learners retain 70% of the information in the first 10 minutes of a lecture but
only 20% in the last 10 minutes.2
1 Pollio,

2 McKeachie,

1984, p. 11
1986, p. 72
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Learning by doing

“

Students do not learn much just by sitting in classes listening to
teachers, memorizing prepackaged assignments, and spitting
out answers. They must talk about what they are learning, write
about it, relate it to past experiences and apply it to their daily
lives. They must make what they learn part of themselves.”
– Chickering & Gamson (1987, p. 4)
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Learning by doing (continued)

“
“

My content is not as important as the audience interaction with
the content.”
– Garmston (2005, p. 50)

[Lecturing is the] best way to get information from teacher’s
notebook to student’s notebook without touching the
student’s mind.”
– George Leonard (as cited in Kohn, 2007, p. 114)
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Learning by doing: Weighty words

“

Students do not learn much just by sitting in classes listening to
teachers, memorizing prepackaged assignments, and spitting
out answers. They must talk about what they are learning, write
about it, relate it to past experiences and apply it to their daily
lives. They must make what they learn part of themselves.”
– Chickering & Gamson (1987, p. 4)
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Learning by doing: Weighty words (continued)

“
“

My content is not as important as the audience interaction with
the content.”
– Garmston (2005, p. 50)

[Lecturing is the] best way to get information from teacher’s
notebook to student’s notebook without touching the
student’s mind.”
– George Leonard (as cited in Kohn, 2007, p. 114)
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Organizing content: Meaningful chunks
≫“10:2” or “chunk and chew”1
≫Accommodates limitations of working memory
≫Provides processing time
≫Limits “information in, information out”

Training Content

Un-chunked

Chunked
1 Rogers

(2005)
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Chunking with active learning
≫The “chew” should focus on active learning
through productive language opportunities.
≫Think “RAP”: opportunities to Reflect,
Apply, or Practice
≫Remember: The person “doing the doing” —
that is, talking, reflecting, writing — is the one
doing the most learning.
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Organizing content: Meaningful chunks
≫Grouping (individual, structured
partners, table groups, pairs to square)
≫Conversation Placemat
≫Talking chips
≫Quick writes
≫Weighty words
≫Whip around
≫Cold call
≫Inside-outside circle
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Presenter checklist for effective delivery
o
o
o
o
o

Preparation and content knowledge are evident.
Objectives or outcomes of training are clear.
Training environment is conducive to the use of various grouping types.
Rationale for training is provided.
Pacing is conducive to high engagement.
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Presenter checklist for effective delivery (continued)
o Engagement structures enhance the content of the presentation.
o 10:2 / chunk and chew
o “RAP” with productive language opportunities
o Clear directions are provided for all activities.
o Signals are established for getting participants’ attention and pulling the
group together after an activity.
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Objectives
≫Reflect on the features of high-quality professional development
≫Understand the design and structure of intermediate literacy training materials
≫Identify key factors for marrying training content with instructional delivery
≫Explain the importance of productive language opportunities for active learning
≫Describe the 10:2 theory and how it can be used for planning effective
professional development sessions
≫Identify grouping types and engagement structures for active learning and
their connection to effective professional development
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Disclaimer

The content of this presentation was developed under a grant from the Department of Education
through the Office of Program and Grantee Support Services (PGSS) within the Office of Elementary and
Secondary Education (OESE), by the Region 17 Comprehensive Center at Education Northwest under
Award #S283B190033. This contains resources that are provided for the reader’s convenience. These
materials may contain the views and recommendations of various subject matter experts as well as
hypertext links, contact addresses, and websites to information created and maintained by other public
and private organizations. The U.S. Department of Education does not control or guarantee the
accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or completeness of any outside information included in these materials.
The views expressed herein do not necessarily represent the positions or policies of the U.S.
Department of Education. No official endorsement by the U.S. Department of Education of any product,
commodity, service, enterprise, curriculum, or program of instruction mentioned in this document is
intended or should be inferred.
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